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Hurricane batters Carolinas
DORIAN » Vacationers flee,
many residents stay put as
coastal areas hit hard
BY RICHARD FAUSSET AND
NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS
NEW YORK TIMES

CHARLESTON, South Carolina —
After its deadly rampage across the
Bahamas and brush of the Florida
coast, Hurricane Dorian pounded the
coastal Carolinas on Thursday, sowing fear and worry from the elegant
streets of downtown Charleston to the
jigsaw puzzle that is North Carolina’s
barrier islands.
Though thousands of residents had

evacuated the region at the urging of starting to be felt, there was lingering
government officials, many others concern over winds that reached 105
stayed behind, where they endured mph, as well as a kind of war-weariness for a region still rebuildtornadoes, power outages,
ing from last year’s Hurricane
flooding and tree-toppling INSIDE
Florence.
winds. In low-lying Charles- More coverage
In the South Carolina coastton, the water was knee-high on Hurricane
al fishing village of McClelin some streets, though by late Dorian / A8,9
lanville, oysterman and barafternoon, Shannon Scaff, the
director of emergency management, tender Pete Kornack had been taking
said that the city of 136,000 had largely Dorian seriously as it churned closer
to him Thursday morning. But this
avoided major catastrophe.
“We got hit more than we have in time, unlike in other hurricanes, he
other storms, but anybody familiar decided to stay put.
“I’m not running anymore,” said
with Charleston would probably agree
that we got very fortunate yet again,” Kornack, 52, whose mother-in-law is
in her 80s and does not travel as well
Scaff said.
Further north, where the Category 2 hurricane’s bands were just
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Residents look at a downed tree on Thursday in
Charleston, South Carolina.
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PG&E
opposes
trial
by jury
Utility seeks to avoid
separate proceeding
over Tubbs fire liability
By WILL SCHMITT
AND CHANTELLE LEE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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PG&E is objecting to a judge’s
decision that would allow a California jury to weigh whether
the utility is liable for damages
caused by the 2017 Tubbs fire
that destroyed some 4,600 homes
in Sonoma and Napa counties
and killed 22 people.
Attorneys for the utility on
Wednesday filed a notice of
appeal related to U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Dennis Montali’s
Aug. 16 order giving Tubbs fire
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plaintiffs a green
light
move
forward with their civil case
against PG&E.

